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Always concerned to improve the quality of its products, the TRACTEL® Group reserves
the right to modify the specifications of the equipment described in this manual.

The companies of the TRACTEL® Group and their agents or distributors will supply on request
descriptive documentation on the full range of TRACTEL® products: lifting and pulling machines,
permanent and temporary access equipment, safety devices, electronic load indicators,
accessories such as pulley blocks, hooks, slings, ground anchors, etc.

The TRACTEL® network is able to supply an after-sales and regular maintenance service.
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1. Before installing and using this unit, to ensure safe,
efficient use of the unit, be sure you have read and fully
understood the information and instructions given in this
manual. A copy of this manual should be made available
to every operator. Extra copies of this manual will be
supplied on request.

2. Do not use the unit if any of the platesmounted on the unit
is missing or if any of the information on the plates, as
indicated at the end of the manual, is no longer legible.
Identical plates will be supplied on request; these must
be secured on the unit before it can be used again.

3. Make sure that all persons operating this unit know
perfectly how to use it in a safe way, in observance of all
safety at work regulations. This manual must be made
available to all users.

4. This unit must only be used in compliance with all
applicable safety regulations and standards concerning
installation, use, maintenance and inspection of
equipment lifting devices.

5. For all professional applications, the unit must be placed
under the responsibility of a person who is entirely familiar
with the applicable regulations and who has the authority
to ensure the applicable regulations are applied if this
person is not the operator.

6. Any person using the unit for the first time must first
verify that he has fully understood all the safety and
correct operation requirements involved in use of the
unit. The first-time operator must check, under risk-free
conditions, before applying the load and over a limited
lifting height, that he has fully understood how to safely
and efficiently use the unit.

7. The unit must only be installed and set into service under
conditions ensuring the installer’ safety in compliance
with the regulations applicable to its category.

8. Each time, before using the unit, inspect the unit for
any visible damage, as well as the accessories used
with the unit.

9. Tractel® declines any responsibility for use of this unit
in a setup configuration not described in this manual.

10. The unit must be suspended vertically to an anchoring
point and a structure having sufficient strength to
withstand the maximum utilization load indicated in this
manual. If several units are used, the strength of the
structure must be compatible with the number of lifting
units used and with the maximum utilization load of
the units.

11. Tractel® declines any responsibility for the consequences
of any changes made to the unit or removal of parts
forming part of the unit.

12. Tractel® will only guaranty operation of the unit provided
it is equipped with an original Tractel® wire rope in
accordance with the specifications indicated in this
manual.

13. Tractel® declines any responsibility for the consequences
resulting from disassembly of the unit in any way not
described in this manual or repairs performed without
Tractel® authorization, especially as concerns replacement
of original parts by parts of another manufacturer.

14. Tractel® declines any responsibility for the consequences
resulting from any unauthorized changes or repairs to
the wire rope.

15. The unit must never be used for any operations other
than those described in this manual.The unit must never
be used to handle any loads exceeding the maximum
utilization load indicated on the unit. It must never be
used in explosive atmospheres.

16. The unit must never be used for lifting people.
17. When a load is to be lifted by several units, a technical

study must first be carried out by a qualified technician
before installation of the units. The installation must
then be carried out in compliance with the study, in
particular to ensure an even distribution of the load under
appropriate conditions. Tractel® declines any responsi-
bility for the consequences resulting from use of aTractel®

device in combination with other lifting devices of
another manufacturer.

18. During the up-down lifting operations, the user must
always keep the load in view.

19. Never park or circulate under a load. Access to the area
under the load should be indicated by signs and
prohibited.

20. To ensure safe use of the unit, it should be visually
inspected and serviced regularly. The unit must be
periodically inspected by a Tractel-approved repair
agent as indicated in this manual.

21. The wire rope must be in good condition to ensure safe,
correct operation of the unit. Discard any wire rope which
shows any signs of excess wear or damage.The condition
of the wire rope should be checked each time before
using the unit as detailed in the “wire rope” section.

22. When the unit is not being used, it should be stored in a
location inaccessible to persons not authorized to use
the unit.

23. When using the unit, the operator must ensure that the
wire rope remains constantly tensioned by the load, and
more particularly, the operator must ensure that the load
is not temporarily snagged by an obstacle when coming
down as this could result in rupture of the wire rope
when the load is released from its obstacle.

24. If the unit is to be definitively removed from use,make sure
the unit is discarded in a way which will prevent any
possible use of the unit. All environment protection
regulations must be observed.

IMPORTANT: For professional applications, in particular if the
unit is to be operated by an employee, make sure that you are
in compliance with all safety at work regulations governing
installation,maintenance and use of the equipment, and more
specifically as concerns the required inspections: verification
on commissioning by user, periodic inspections, and
inspections subsequent to disassembly or repair operations.

GENERALWARNING
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1. PRESENTATION
1.1 Theory of operation
The Minifor™ is a portable electric hoist with feed-
through wire rope for lifting and pulling operations.
The hoist implements a self-clamping drive system
providing unlimited lifting wire rope travel.

The drive system is formed by a pulley with a
specially-shaped groove, in which the wire rope
is clamped under the effect of the load by two
swivel rollers.

A pre-clamping spring which acts on the rollers
maintains the wire rope on the pulley when no
load is attached to the system. Beyond the action
of the pre-clamping spring, the clamping action of
the wire rope on the drive pulley is proportional
to the load.

The technical design of the system ensures a high
degree of safety provided the instructions given in
this manual in the section entitled “Anchoring the
hoist – Installation diagrams” are strictly observed.

The Minifor™ hoist must only be used with the
specific Minifor™ lifting wire rope with diameter
indicated (see specifications) to fully ensure safe,
efficient use.

TRACTEL® declines any responsibility for the
consequences resulting from use of the hoist
with a wire rope other than the Minifor™ wire rope.

Each Minifor™ hoist is tested before shipment
for 110 % of its maximum utilization load.

1.2 Composition of a standard supply
Minifor™

Each Minifor™ (depending on model) is supplied in
a box or metal case containing:

1. The hoist with its control box, equipped with its
carrying handle, its safety hook and a power
supply cable with male/female connector.

2. A plastic bag, containing:
• a low limit stop on spring,
• a 3 mm ALLEN wrench to secure the limit
stops on the wire rope.

3. A plastic bag, containing:
• this manual,
• the CE compliance certificate,
• if necessary, the documents concerning the
radio remote control.

4. Depending on the control option, the lifting wire
rope (to the length required) mounted on a reel,
equipped with a safety hook and a high limit
stop mounted on spring.

1.3 Description and markings
Figure 1 shows a standard Minifor™ in its most
frequently used operating position, ready for
operation, suspended on a clamp secured to a
beam.The standard hoist is supplied with a 2.5 m
electric control cable with control box (Fig. 2)
and a 0.50 m electrical power supply cable.
On request, the unit can be supplied with different
control and power supply cable lengths. Each
unit carries a serial number on the top of the casing.
The complete number (including letter) must
be given whenever requesting spare parts or
repairs.

Regularly check that all the labels are in place and
can be easily read.

The length of the lifting wire rope is marked on
the end sleeve in the hook. If necessary, check
the wire rope length as it is possible that the
wire rope may have been shortened since the
unit was delivered. All the Minifor™ hoists are
supplied with a control box (Fig. 2), with double
insulation IP 65 and 3 controls: Up, Down and
Emergency stop.

2. FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS (On request: other voltages and frequencies)
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TR10 TR30 TR30S TR50
1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 3 ~ 1 ~ 3 ~

W.L.L. standard/with tackle (kg) 100 / 300 300 / 600 300 / 600 500 / 950
Speed standard/with tackle (m/min) 15 / 7.5 5 / 2.5 13 / 6.5 7 / 3.5

Power (Kw) 0.25 1.1 1.1
Startup current (A) 17.3 16 19 / 11 16 19 / 11
Nominal current (A) 3.9 8 5.9 / 3.4 8 5.9 / 3.4

Power supply voltage (V) 230 230 230 / 400 230 230 / 400
Control voltage (V) 230 230 48 230 48
Frequency (Hz) 50 50 50

Ø of steel wire rope (mm) 6.5 6.5 6.5
Weight of wire rope per meter (kg) 0.17 0.17 0.17

Weight of std hoist (without wire rope) (kg) 21 32 28 32 28
Weight winder with 20 m of wire rope (kg) + 23 - - - -
Weight winder with 27 m of wire rope (kg) + 28 - - - -
Weight winder with 40 m of wire rope (kg) + 30 - - - -

Weight of tackle (kg) + 5 + 6 + 6
LpA dB(A) 74 73 76 78
LWA dB(A) 86 85 88 90W
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NOTE:The “Up” and “Down” controls are indicated
on the corresponding control buttons by an arrow
showing the direction of movement, with the control
box held in its hanging position (Fig. 2).

3. ACCESSORIES AND SPARE PARTS
The following parts and accessories can be supplied
and installed by the user:
• High and low limit stops (interchangeable).
• Lifting wire rope equipped with eye hook.
• Fuse.
• Power supply connector (electrician).

4. ANCHORINGTHE HOIST -
INSTALLATION DIAGRAM

Check that the fixed attachment point is sufficiently
strong for the force to be applied.

If the hoist is to be mounted in a location which is
dangerous for the operator, the safety precautions
required by the applicable work regulations must
be taken to eliminate any safety hazards during
the operation. In this case, it may be preferable
to install the lifting wire rope in the hoist before
starting the fastening operation (see section 5).

The hoist can be used suspended or bearing on
its base.

4.1 Anchoring the hoist in the suspended
position

This is the easiest and most commonly used
installation method.The unit must only be secured
by its hook (except 4.2 below) and never by its
handle. It is prohibited to secure the wire rope hook
to the fixed point and to operate the hoist as it
moves along the wire rope (Fig. 3: mandatory
installation, Fig. 4: prohibited installation).

The hoist hook must be placed in the fixed point
fastening device so that the fastening device is
fully engaged on the hook. The safety flap on the
hook must close completely. If any interference
appears in the swivel part of the hoist hook with
the fastening component, a sling of appropriate
capacity should be used.

4.2 Anchoring the hoist bearing on its base
This type of installation requires special precau-
tions:

1. The bearing surface on which the hoist is placed
must be flat and horizontal.

2. This surface must have a hole for passage of
the two wire rope strands. The configuration
and dimensions of the hole are given in figure 24
showing the bearing face of the hoist and
its position on the hole.

3. The hoist must be positioned so that the lifting
wire rope with load does not rub against the side
of the hole, and in such a way that the fixed
limit stops on the wire rope are able to come into
contact with the limit levers on the hoist.

4. The hoist must be wedged so that it does not
move on its bearing face.

5. The platform on which the hoist is placed must
have the required stability and strength to
ensure safe operation.

6. The load must be freely suspended (Fig. 5) or
connected to the unit by means of an idler pulley
mandatorily and strictly located directly below
the unit (Fig. 6).

IMPORTANT:With this installation, never lift a load
until it has been placed directly beneath the
hoist, except when an idler pulley is used.

4.3 Securing the load
The load must be secured using the hook on the
lifting wire rope and never the hook on the hoist.

The load must be secured using a sling with a
capacity, size and type appropriate to the object to
be handled. The hoist wire rope must never be
used as a sling, running it around an object and
fastened with its hook (Fig. 7: correct slinging,
Fig. 8: prohibited slinging).

4.4 Installation diagrams
4.4.1 Hoist suspended, load suspended

directly
This is the most simple configuration (Fig. 7).
The main precaution to be taken is to avoid any
obstacle against which the load or lifting wire rope
could bear laterally or butt against.

4.4.2 Hoist suspended, direct slanted lifting
This configuration requires a stable slanted plane
on which the load is pulled and maintained (Fig. 9).

4.4.3 Hoist suspended, indirect pulling or
lifting

This configuration requires an idler pulley secured
to a fixed point (Fig. 11). Also see section 5.5.

4.4.4 Hoist secured horizontally for direct
pulling

To ensure safe use of the unit, neither the hoist
or wire rope should touch any object when
tensioned (Fig. 10) at any time.

Check that you have perfectly aligned the unit on
the wire rope by anchoring the hoist so that it can
swivel freely, for example using a sling.

Never secure the hoist rigidly on a structure.
Ensure that the wire rope strands move freely and
do not rub against anything.
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NOTE: If an idler pulley is interposed to hoist the
load on a slanted plane, due to the driving action
of the load, apply the lifting configuration described
in section 4.4.3.

4.4.5 Hoist secured on floor
Lifting using idler pulley. Same recommendations
as for case described in 4.4.4. The strength of the
pulley and its attachment must be calculated for
a double load force (Fig. 12). Also see section 5.5.

4.4.6 Hoist bearing against surface, load
freely suspended

Strictly follow the instructions given in section 4.2.
and 5.5.Be especially careful to avoid any swinging
of the load. Proceed as shown in Fig. 5.

4.4.7 Hoist bearing against surface, load not
freely suspended

This configuration requires use of an idler pulley
secured directly in line with the hoist (Fig. 6). See
sections 4.2 and 5.5.

4.4.8 Tackle
All the above recommendations apply, especially
when tackle is used. In this case, special care must
be taken when tensioning (see section 11).

Note: If idler pulleys are used, be careful to position
the limit stops as described in section 5.4 (Fig. 13).

5. SETTING UP

5.1 Preliminary checks
• Ensure that the load or force does not exceed the
maximum utilization load specified for the hoist.
• Remember that the use of idler pulleys will
significantly increase the force to be produced to
lift a load.
• Ensure that the strength of the fixed point is
sufficient to safely apply a force equal to the
maximum utilization load (or twice this load in the
configuration described in 4.4.5).
• Ensure the hoist is correctly secured.
• Ensure the lifting wire rope is in good condition.
• Ensure the length of the lifting wire rope is
sufficient for the distance to be covered by the load.
Provide an additional 1.50 m for passage through
the hoist and a sufficient length of loose strand.
• Ensure the length of the electrical control cable is
sufficient to connect the device at the location
defined by the operator under safe working
conditions.

5.2 Electrical recommendations
1) Before using the hoist with a new connection,
refer to the nameplate on the motor.

Check the characteristics of the power supply,
single phase or three-phase, voltage, available
amperage. Check that the current supplied is
compatible with the characteristics on the motor
nameplate. The available current must be
equal or greater than the current indicated on
the nameplate.

2) If a power supply extension is used, ensure the
potential has the following characteristics:

- single phase 230 V.: 3 wires (1 phase,
1 neutral, 1 ground) with section of 2.5 mm2.

- three-phase 400 V.: 4 wires (3 phases,
1 ground) with section of 2.5 mm2.

These characteristics are valid for up to 50 m of
electrical cable. For greater lengths, contact
your TRACTEL® dealer.

3) The electrical extension connection must be
reinforced by an accessory (“sock”) to withstand
the weight of the extension at the connector.

4) If the connector supplied with the electrical power
supply cable is to be changed, this intervention
must only be performed by a qualified technician.
Any intervention on the control box cable must
also only be performed by a qualified technician.
No intervention should be performed on the
electrical unit of the hoist (except for changing
a fuse), by anyone other than a TRACTEL®-
approved repair agent.

5) Check that the worksite or building installation
on which the Minifor™ is to be connected is
equipped with the regulatory electrical safety
devices such as a differential circuit-breaker
and a ground connection to protect the operator,
the Minifor™ and the equipment.

6) If the Minifor™ is supplied from an electric power
generator, check that it provides (at minimum),
the required startup voltage and power. (6 kVa
for single-phase Minifor™, 8 kVa for Minifor™

three-phase Minifor™).

5.3 Hoists with three-phase motor (TR30S /
TR50)

The hoists equipped with a three-phase motor have
a phase direction detector inhibiting operation
should the phase order be inverted. If following an
inverted connection, the three-phase Minifor™

TR30S/TR50 does not operate, disconnect the
power connector and, using a screwdriver, turn the
imprint in the male connector by 180° to re-establish
the correct phase order (see Fig. 14).
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5.4 Installing the lifting wire rope in the unit
NOTE: Gloves should be worn when handling the
wire rope.
• The wire rope must be fully unwound and
untwisted over its entire length before you begin
to install it in the hoist.
• Lubricate the lifting wire rope to facilitate insertion
in the hoist.
• Check that the high limit stop is engaged on the
lifting wire rope (spring toward unit) on the wire
rope hook side.
• Connect the power wire rope to the power outlet.
• Insert the free end of the lifting wire rope
(welded, rounded tip) in the unit through the
engagement hole marked by an arrow on the
casing.

NOTE:Never insert the wire rope in the other hole ;
this hole is only used for exit of the wire rope.Never
secure a load to the loose end of the wire rope.

• Press the “up” button on the control box while
pushing the wire rope so that it engages on the
pulley in the unit. (see three-phase units, see 5.3).
• When the wire rope comes out of the unit, continue
the movement to obtain a length of wire rope of
around 1 meter coming out of the unit.
• On the free end of the wire rope (1), slide on the
low limit stop so that the end of the spring is near
the unit (2) and tighten the screw on the stop ring
(3) using an ALLEN wrench (4). There should
be at least one meter of wire rope between
this ring and the wire rope end.
• Ensure that the stop cannot slide on the wire
rope. (Fig. 15).

NOTE: You may wish to further limit the travel of
the load downward; in this case, unwind the
corresponding length of wire rope before securing
the limit ring.

On the other end, secure the high limit stop ring
in accordance with the height at which you may
want to limit the travel of the load in the upward
direction. Secure the limit stop and check it by
applying the same procedure as for the low limit stop.

• Check that the hoist limit levers operate correctly,
as well as the other safety devices as described
in section 8.

There should be a limit stop at around 1 meter
ahead of the free end of the lifting wire rope
and another limit stop on the wire rope
hook slide, both limit stops securely and
appropriately attached.This a mandatory safety
requirement.

5.5 Limit stops and pulleys

If the installation comprises one or several return
pulleys, only pulleys of appropriate diameter should
be used. In this case, the high limit (1) and low limit
(2) stops must be positioned on the wire rope so
that neither the high limit stop or the load be able
to come into contact with a pulley.The high limit stop
must be mounted between the hoist and the pulley
which is nearest on the wire rope path (see Fig. 13).

IMPORTANT: Check that the anchor points and
pulleys are of appropriate strength with respect
to the forces which will be applied.

5.6 Check with load

With the load fastened, lift it slightly and check
that the “Up” and “Down” controls operate correctly;
also check operation of the “Emergency stop”
control.

Once you have ensured that these functions
operate correctly, you can proceed with the
maneuvers.

If the unit does not operate correctly, return it to
a TRACTEL®-approved repair agent (Also see
section 5.3).

6. OPERATINGTHE HOIST
The hoist is operated by pressing on either the
“Up” or “Down” button on the control box (Fig. 2).
The control box must always be held in the vertical
position, hanging on its control cable. Never turn
over the control box (control cable entry downward)
as this can result in control mistakes.

When the “Up” or “Down” button is released, the
movement stops. When using the Minifor™ to lift a
load to a very high location, the unit should be
stopped for around 15 minutes every fifty meters of
operation to prevent the unit from overheating.

The 230V single phase motor is protected against
overheating by a heat probe in the winding.
This probe inhibits operation by opening the control
circuit so long as the winding temperature has
not returned to an acceptable value.

NOTE: The casing may heat up to 80°C. This is
normal.

A red emergency stop button is provided to stop
movement of the system in the event of incorrect
operation of the “Up” or “Down” buttons (see section
8: Safety devices).

The following precautions must be taken when
performing up or down movements:
• The load should not swing or turn.
• Keep all obstacles away from the lifting wire rope
and load.

7
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• Check that the loose strand is free along its entire
length.
• Do not allow the loaded strand to become loose
if the load is not stably bearing on a sufficiently
strong support.
• Do not apply short successive actions on the
push buttons.

IMPORTANT:
The loose strand of the wire rope must be
kept away from the loaded strand, and more
particularly, when two loaded strands are used
with tackle so that the loose strand does not
become tangled with the loaded strands.

For the same reasons, the loose wire rope
strand must be kept away from any obstacle
which could catch it and you should be careful
to prevent the loose strand from becoming
tangled in itself; this could result in preventing
the low limit stop attached to the loose strand
from reaching the stopping mechanisms (limit
stop levers) on the unit. Blockage of the loose
strand when moving up (load moving down)
could result in rupture of the wire rope and the
load falling.

Deformation of the wire rope can also cause the
wire rope to block in the hoist or on contact of
the deformed part with the hoist.Whatever the
cause of the wire rope movement becoming
blocked, the hoisting operation should be
stopped immediately. See section 13.

The limit stops are not control components but
safety components.These should never be used
intentionally in this respect and only serve as
stoppingmechanisms in the event of unintentional
overshoot of the planned travel distance.

Never park or work under the load. If necessary,
set up a safety barrier around the area under
the load.

7. SHUTDOWN – STORAGE
Do not disconnect the wire rope hook from the load
until the load is stable and firmly bearing on a
sufficiently strong support.

The hoist can remain in position provided it is
properly sheltered from weather and located in a
dry location. Disconnect the unit electrically when
not in use.

Make sure the hoist cannot be used by unauthorized
persons.

For storage, the unit can be stored in its case.The
wire rope must be removed from the unit (except
those models having a winder) and rolled on its reel.

The unit must never be set on its base when the wire
rope is engaged in the unit as this would result
in bending and damaging the wire rope.

8. SAFETY DEVICES

The hoist is provided with the following safety
devices:
• A no-current brake motor.
• Emergency stop control on control box – Red
button (see Fig. 2).
• Mechanical interlock, prohibiting simultaneous
action of Up and Down controls.
• Very-low voltage control (48V) for three-phase units.
• High and low limit levers on unit, working with
stops on wire rope.
• Safety latches (1) on hooks (Figs. 16 and 17)
• Electrical protection for control box: class 2.
• Control protection fuse, in electrical unit.

The emergency stop function is ensured by pressing
the red button (Fig. 2). To restart the unit after an
emergency stop, the emergency stop button must
be unlocked by turning it in the direction of the
arrows marked on the button, after having ensured
that all the emergency conditions have been
eliminated.

9. LIFTINGWIRE ROPE

TheMinifor™ wire rope is equipped with a safety hook
at one of its ends. The hook is mounted on
a wire rope loop equipped with a lug crimped in a
metal sleeve (see Fig. 17).The other end is welded
and ground.This end must be maintained welded,
rounded and free of any irregularities (see Fig. 18).

To ensure safe use of the Minifor™ hoists, they must
only be used with the Minifor™ wire rope specially
designed for the hoist (diameter of 6.5 mm).

Use of a damaged or inappropriate wire rope
represents a serious risk of accident and failure.
The condition of the wire rope should be monitored
regularly and the wire rope should be immediately
eliminated if it shows any sign of damage such as
deformation, bending or broken wires (Fig. 19). Any
wire rope whose nominal diameter has been
reduced by 10% or which has more than 10 broken
wires over a length of 200mm should be eliminated.
Standard ISO 4309 (Measure as shown in Fig. 20).

Do not expose the wire rope to temperatures
exceeding 100°C or to any corrosive mechanical or
chemical agents.

8
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Store the wire rope wound on its reel in a location
which is free of humidity after having carefully
cleaned and lubricated the wire rope along its
entire length. Do not use grease or oil containing
molybdenum disulphide or graphite additives.

10. SERVICING
Servicing the unit consists in regularly checking
that it is in good condition, in cleaning it and having
it periodically inspected (at least once a year) by a
TRACTEL®-approved repair agent. No greasing or
lubrication of the unit is required by the user.
(For maintenance of the lifting wire rope, see
section 9). Check that the hoist suspension hook
mounting screw and the handle locknut are always
properly tightened. Replace these if necessary.

Any visible damage to the unit and its
equipment, in particular its hooks, lifting wire
rope and electrical conductors should be
repaired before resuming use of the unit.

IMPORTANT: Except when replacing a fuse in
the electrical box, the unit must only be opened
by a TRACTEL®-approved repair agent.

11. TACKLE MINIFOR™ (Fig. 25.c)

11.1. Description
A Minifor™ tackle kit can be mounted on all the
Minifor™ models. This system will double the
capacity (maximum utilization load) of the unit
(except for model TR50). On the other hand, the
speed is decreased by half.

The Minifor™ must only be equipped using
the Minifor™ tackle kit. No additional system should
be added.
The Minifor™ tackle kit comprises (Fig. 21):
• A fastening device for the carrier wire rope strand.
• A rigging pulley with latch hook as standard
(or self-locking hook as option) equipped with an
upper end-of-run spring,
• An assembly manual code 144445.
This kit must only be used with a Minifor™.

11.2. Installation
If tackle is used, the necessary wire rope length is
at least twice the lifting height plus around 2 m
which includes one meter for the loose strand
coming out of the unit.

The end-of-run sliding spring on the rigging pulley
is designed to replace the top end-of-run stop that
comes with the rope. To limit the travel upward, it
is still possible to add the standard high limit stop;
this is placed between the pulley and the wire rope
entry on the unit marked by an arrow.

IMPORTANT: If tackle is used, double the
maximum utilization load to be taken into
account for safety calculations.
NOTE: Take care to mount the rigging pulley so
that the sliding end-of-run spring is located on
the rope between the pulley and the rope entry of
the unit. See user manual for tackle kit. Figure 25
shows the various configurations.

NOTE: Due to the risk of the wire rope strands
becoming entangled, the Minifor™ should only
be used for direct vertical lifting (Fig. 5) when tackle
is used.

11.3. Operation
When operating the hoist with the tackle system,
the operator must take special care to ensure
that the load does not turn in order to keep
the three strands of the cable from becoming
entangled (two loaded strands + loose strand).
Immediately stop the load movement if the loose
strand becomes entangled with the other strands
and clear the loose strand before resuming the
hoisting operation.

For more details concerning use of the Minifor™

equipped with tackle, refer to the user manual
supplied with the Minifor™ tackle kit.

12. SPECIAL MINIFOR™ HOIST
12.1 Minifor™TR10/TR30 with integrated winder
TheTR10/TR30 models can be supplied optionally
equipped with a spring-type wire rope winder,
equipped with its cable with either of two lengths
as may be required: 20, 27 or 40 m (Fig. 25.d).

This equipment eliminates the need for a “loose”
strand of variable length.

The assembly is supplied with the two high and
low limit stops on the cable. The cable hook is
equipped with a weight.The weight is indispensable
and should not be removed.

The winder must be installed in factory.Minifor™

owners can return their unit to Tractel® to have
the winder installed.

The unit must be set up and used so that its winder
turns freelywithout rubbing against any exterior
obstacle.
IMPORTANT:AMinifor™ equipped with a winder
must not be used bearing against a platform (risk
of rubbing)
12.2 Minifor™ with radio remote control

(Fig. 25.b)
All the Minifor™ models can be supplied optionally
equipped with a radio remote control system
consisting of a portable control transmitter
(Fig. 22.a) and a receiver on the hoist (Fig. 22.b).

9
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The transmitter operates on a battery. The radio
remote control enables the user to control the up,
down and emergency stop functions of the hoist
with no need for a control cable. It operates by
transmission of an encoded RF wave.

The code for each unit can be modified by the user,
in particular when several remote-control hoists
are used at the same site.

The transmitter and receiver keys must have the
same code. Refer to the radio remote control
manufacturer’s documents supplied with the unit.

The radio remote controlled Minifor™ should
only be operated from a location where the
load movements are clearly visible.When this
is not possible, appropriate measures should
be taken to eliminate any uncontrolled hazards
which could arise.

NOTE: The transmitter unit must be used and
handled with care and is subject to damage from
shocks.

NOTE: Unless the codes are changed accordingly,
any command generated from the transmitter
will cause the same and nearly simultaneous
movement of all the radio remote controlled hoists
located on the same site within range of the radio
remote control transmitter.

NOTE: For information, the radio range measured
in the laboratory when the transmitter is oriented
toward the front of the receiver is:
- 70 m max with the receiver without an external
aerial (standard delivery).
- 150 mmax with external aerial (Fig. 23) available
as an option on request (TRACTEL® code 184756).
Warning! This range can however be altered in
another situation, due to:
- The presence of obstacles,
- The existence of electromagnetic interference,
- Certain weather conditions.
In case of difficulties or special use, consult the
TRACTEL® network.

NOTE: When performing an operation, keep in
mind that the system has a slight reaction time.
For this reason, it is not possible to control
several hoists from a single transmitter in a
perfectly synchronized way.

This radio remote control system is approved in
France by the Telecommunications Authorities
(ART) and does not require any individual license
for use. No changes should be made to the radio
remote control system.

Use of the radio remote controlled Minifor™ outside
France is subject to verification for compatibility
with local regulations concerning radio waves.

The radio remote controlled Minifor™s do not come
with a control box connected by a control cable
(optional, on request).

13. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USE

When used in compliance with the information
given in this manual, the Minifor™ hoists are
entirely safe. The hoist operator should however
be careful never to use the Minifor™ inappropriately
as described below:

IT IS PROHIBITED:

• To use a Minifor™ hoist, even occasionally,
to lift persons.

• To use a Minifor™ hoist for operations other
than those for which it is designed or using
installation diagrams other than those described
in this manual.

• To use a hoist beyond its maximum utilization
load specification.

• To set up the hoist under conditions which may
be dangerous to the operator.

• To fasten a load to the hoist hook and fasten
the cable hook to a fixed point.

• To anchor the hoist by its handle.

• To start up the unit without first checking that the
limit stops are correctly positioned.

• To connect the unit to an electrical connector
without first ensuring that the power supplied
matches the hoist specifications and that the
power circuit is equipped with the regulatory
electrical safety devices.

• To secure the hoist in a structure (except as
described in section 4.2) or to interfere with self-
alignment on the cable.

• To use tackle with the hoist other than the specific
Minifor™ tackle kit designed for the Minifor™ hoist.

• To pull a load along the floor using a unit which
is not properly aligned with the movement of
the load.

• To force operation if the wire rope is blocked in
or against the hoist.

• To operate a hoist using a three-phase power
supply with commands inverted with respect to
the direction indicated.

• To apply a load on the loose strand of the lifting
wire rope.

10
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14. MARKING OF DEVICES
14.1) Standard Equipment

14.2) Devices fitted with a reel

5

8 9 15

7

6

1314

12 10

1

2 4 3

11 16

1: EC marking
2: Type of device
3: Min. rope shearing load
4: Maximum Authorised Load
5: Guaranteed sound level
6: Motor voltage
7: Speed up and down
8: Refer to the instructions for use and
maintenance

9:Year of manufacture
10: Motor power
11: Serial No.
12: Motor frequency
13: Rope diameter
14: Name and address of manufacturer
15: Number of phases
16: F.E.M. classification

5

8
9
14

15

7

6
3

13

12

10

1
2 4

11

16

• To use a Minifor™ equipped with tackle bearing
against a surface.

• To use the lifting wire rope as a means of slinging
a load.

• To allow the load to swing under the hoist.

• To stand or move around under the load.

11
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Fault Possible causes Action

1 - Cable binding • Cable deformation inside or in
contact with the equipment.

• The slack strand has caught up
around another strand or an
obstacle.
• Load has caught up on
something while rising.

• Stop the manœuvre immediately
without forcing.
• Take the load by another means that
offers the regulatory safety cover
and release the unloaded
equipment. Try to release the cable
from the equipment. If this proves to
be impossible, send the equipment
and the cable to an approved
TRACTEL® repair service.
• Should a fault be found on the cable,
discard it.

• The slack strand must be released
and check the forward cable before
starting up movement again.
• Release the load and check the
forward cable before starting up
movement again.

2 - No motor rotation • Emergency stop has been
triggered.
• End of run lever in the appliance
has triggered.

• Fuse has blown.

• End of run lever jammed or
broken.

• Power down, defective plug or
connector.
• Defective contacts or control
box.

• After intense usage the motor is
too hot and the heat probe
triggers (single phase 230 V
motor).
• Reversed phases (three phase
motor).

• Release the emergency stop button
(rotation).
• If the stop has been caused by the
action of the end of run stop on the
lever, turn it backwards.

• Change the fuse (2A control
protection fuse).
• Return the equipment to a
TRACTEL® approved repair service.

• Have repaired by an electrician.

• Return the equipment to a
TRACTEL® approved repair service.

• Wait for cooling.

• See chapter 5.3.

3 - Motor rotation in one
direction only

• End of run damaged.
• Defective contact or control box.
• Contact spool burned out.

• Return the equipment to a
TRACTEL® approved repair service.

15.MALFUNCTIONS
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4 - Feeble motor rotation
with “groaning”

• Defective power supply.
• Major drop in voltage.
• Electromagnetic brake jammed
shut.
• Lack of torque on start-up
(defective permanent condenser
or motor winding coil burnout).
• Defective reduction gear or
brake.
• Overload.

• Check the power supply voltage.
• Return the equipment to a
TRACTEL® approved repair service
if the power supply voltage or
surges are not the cause.

• Reduce or hoist the load.

5 - Cable cannot be
inserted

• Overly thick cable.

• Defective cable tip.

• Cable deformation.

• For a three phase model,
reversed controls.

• Worn interior guiding parts.

• Check the diameter. Replace with a
cable of the correct diameter.
• If necessary, re-weld the end of the
cable using a blowtorch. Grind and
round off.
• Discard the deformed part. Cut, re-
weld and grind the cut end.
• Press the “Down” button. If the cable
engages normally, press the “Up”
button to release it and reverse the
phases on the connector set up for
this purpose.
• Should none of the above causes be
revealed, send the Minifor™ to a
TRACTEL® approved repair service.

6 - The cable slides or slips
on the uphill

• Overly thin cable.
• Cable wear more than 10% of
the nominal diameter.

• Heavy wear to the tightening
system.

• Check the diameter of the cable as
shown in the instructions. If the
cable should prove to be non-
compliant or worn, discard it and
replace with a new one.
• If the cable is normal, send the
Minifor™ to a TRACTEL® approved
repair service.

7 - Load descent is no
longer slowed: the cable
slides despite the motor
being stopped

• Brake maladjusted.
• Worn brake shoes.
• Brake shoes tainted by oil or
grease.
• Overload.

• Adjust the air gap.
• Return the equipment to a
TRACTEL® approved repair service.

8 - The motor cuts out
during a manœuvre

• After intense usage the motor is
too hot and the heat probe
triggers.

• Wait for cooling.

13
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R

CERTIFIE QUE : L’équipement désigné ci-contre est
conforme aux règles techniques de sécurité qui lui
sont applicables à la date de mise sur le marché de
l’UNION EUROPÉENNE par le fabricant.
DISPOSITIONS APPLIQUÉES : Voir ci-dessous

S
E

INTYGARATT: utrustningen som avses påmotstående
sida överensstämmer med de tekniska säkerhetsregler
som är tillämpliga när produkten släpps på Europeiska
unionens marknad.
GÄLLANDE BESTÄMMELSER: Se ovan

G
B

CERTIFIES THAT:The equipment designated opposite
is compliant with the technical safety rules applicable
on the initial date of marketing in the EUROPEEN
UNION by the manufacturer.
MEASURES APPLIED: See below

G
R

ΒΕΒΑΙΩΝΕΙ ΟΤΙ: Ο εξοπλισµός που αναφέρεται δίπλα
είναι σύµφωνος προς τους τεχνικούς κανόνες
ασφαλείας που ισχύουν κατά την ηµεροµηνία διάθεσής
του στην αγορά της ΕΥΡΩΠΑΪΚΗΣ ΕΝΩΣΗΣ από τον
κατασκευαστή.
ΙΣΧΥΟΥΣΕΣ ∆ΙΑΤΑΞΕΙΣ: Βλέπε παρακάτω

E
S

CERTIFICA QUE: El equipo designado al lado es
conforme con las reglas técnicas de seguridad que le
son aplicables en la fecha de comercialización de la
UNIÓN EUROPEA por el fabricante.
DISPOSICIONES APLICADAS: Ver abajo

P
L

ZAŚWIADCZA, ŻE: Sprzęt określony na odwrocie
odpowiada technicznym regułom bezpieczeństwa
stosującym się do niego w dniu wprowadzenia przez
producenta na rynek UNII EUROPEJSKIEJ.
STOSOWANE PRZEPISY: Patrz niżej

I
T

CERTIFICA CHE: L’equipaggiamento designato a
fianco è conforme alle regole tecniche di sicurezza ad
esso applicabili alla data di messa, dal costruttore, sul
mercato dell’UNIONE EUROPEA.
DISPOSIZIONI APPLICABILI: Vedi soprastante

R
U

У�О��О���Я�� ����УЮ���: +азванное
оборудование соответствует применимым к нему
техническим правилам безопасности, действующим
на момент его выпуска производителем на рынок
# .О-#'/(О!О /ОЮ%А.
��
��
��� �О�О��
Я: /м. ниже

D
E

ERKLÄRT, DASS: Die gegenüber bezeichnete
Ausrüstung den technischen Sicherheitsbestimmungen
entspricht, die zum Zeitpunkt des Inverkehrbringens in
der EUROPÄISCHEN UNION durch den Hersteller
für die Ausrüstung gelten.
ANGEWENDETEVORSCHRIFTEN: Siehe unten

H
U

TANÚSÍTJA, HOGY: a szemközt megnevezett felszerelés
megfelel a gyártó által az EURÓPAI UNIÓN belüli
forgalmazás megkezdésének időpontjában érvényben
lévő vonatkozó műszaki biztonsági szabályoknak.
ALKALMAZOTT RENDELKEZÉSEK : Lásd alább

N
L

VERKLAART DAT: De in hieronder beschreven
uitrusting conform de technische veiligheids-
voorschriften is die van toepassing zijn op de datum
van de marktintroductie in de EUROPESE UNIE door
de fabrikant.
TOEGEPASTE SCHIKKINGEN: Zie hieronder

C
Z

POTVRZUJE, ŽE: Níže uvedené zařízení je v souladu
s technickými pravidly bezpečnosti platnými ke dni
jeho uvedení výrobcem na trh EVROPSKÉ UNIE.
PLATNÁ USTANOVENÍ: VViz níže

P
T

CERTIFICA QUE: O equipamento designado ao
lado satisfaz as regras técnicas de segurança
aplicáveis na data da introdução no mercado da
UNIÃO EUROPEIA pelo fabricante.
DISPOSIÇÕES APLICADAS: Ver abaixo

B
G

У�О�О����Я�А, ��: Описаното насреща съоръжение
съответства на приложимите за него технически правила
за безопасност към датата на пускането му на пазара на
# .О-#'/(&Я /ЪЮ% от производителя.
��
�О�
�
 �А	�О����
:  иж по-долу

D
K

ERKLÆRER AT: Udstyret betegnet på modstående side
er i overensstemmelse med de gældende tekniske
sikkerhedsforskrifter på den dato, hvor fabrikanten har
markedsført det i den EUROPÆISKE UNION.
GÆLDENDE BESTEMMELSER: Se nedenfor

R
O

CERTIFICĂ FAPTUL CĂ: Echipamentul menţionat
alături este conform normelor tehnice de securitate
aplicabile la data lansării pe piaţa UNIUNII EUROPENE
de către producător.
DISPOZIŢII APLICATE : A se vedea mai jos

F
I

VAKUUTTAA, ETTÄ: laite, johon tässä asiakirjassa
viitataan täyttää tekniset turvamääräykset sinä päivänä,
jona valmistaja tuo tuotteen myyntiin Euroopan unionin
markkinoille.
SOVELLETTAVAT MÄÄRÄYKSET: Katso alta

S
K

POTVRDZUJE, ŽE: Nižšie uvedené zariadenie je v
súlade s technickými pravidlami bezpečnosti platnými
ku dňu jeho uvedenia výrobcom na trh EURÓPSKEJ
ÚNIE.
PLATNÉ USTANOVENIA: Pozrite nižšie

N
O

SERTIFISERER AT: Det utstyret som omtales på
motsatt side er i overensstemmelse med de tekniske
sikkerhetsregler som gjelder på det tidspunktet som
fabrikanten setter utstyret i drift på markedet i DEN
EUROPEISKE UNION.
GJELDENDE NORMER: Se under

S
I

POTRJUJE, DA: je opisana oprema skladna s
tehničnimi pravili na področju varnosti, ki veljajo zanjo
z dnem, ko jo proizvajalec pošlje na tržišče EVROPSKE
UNIJE.
VELJAVNA DOLOČILA: glej spodaj
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Minifor™

Traction et levage de matériel / Equipment traction and hoisting / Tracción y elevación de
material / Trazione e sollevamento di materiale / Ziehen und Heben von Material / Tractie
en hijsen van materiaal / Tracção e elevação de material / Trækning og ophejsning af
materiel / Materiaalin veto ja nosto / Trekking og heving av materiell /Drag och lyft av materiel
/ Έλ<η και ανύψωση υλικών / Transport i podnoszenie sprz tu / 0яга и подъем материалов
/ Anyagok vontatása és emelése / ahanie a zdvíhanie materiálu / 0еглене и повдигане на
товари / Tractare si ridicare de material / Ëahanie a zdvíhanie materiálu / Vleka in dviganje
materiala

Treuil électrique portable à câble passant / Portable electric winchwith passing cable / Cabrestante
eléctrico portátil con cable pasante / Argano elettrico portatile a cavo passante / Tragbare
Motorseilwinde mit durchlaufendem Seil / Draagbare elektrische takel met doorgaande
kabel / Guincho eléctrico portátil de cabo passador / Bærbart elektrisk hejsespil med
gennemgående kabel / Kannettava sähkökäyttöinen kaapelivintturi / Bærbar vinsj med
passerende wire / Bärbar elvinsch med genomgående stållina / ΦAρητ3 ηλεκτρικ3
6αρAύλκA µε διερJ3µενA συρµατ3σJAινA / Przenośna wciągarka elektryczna z
przechodzącą liną / Электрический переносной подъемник с подачей троса / Elektromos,
hordozható vonszoló / Prenosný elektrický navijak s prevle eným lanom / -реносима
електрическа лебедка с преминаващо въже /Troliu electric portabil cu cablu de trecere / Prenosn˘
elektrick˘ navijak s prevleãen˘m lanom / Elektri no kabelsko prenosno vreteno
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DE APLICARE / APLIKÁCIA / UPORABA
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27 m

20 m

40 m

N°DESÉRIE / SERIALNO / N°DESÉRIE / Nr.DI SERIE / SERIEN-
NR / SERIENUMMER / N° DE SÉRIE / SERIENUMMER /
SARJANUMERO / SERIENUMMER / SERIENR / ΣΕΙΡΙΑΚ-Σ
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